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Everything in our lives is interconnected, but most of us don't realize it. Every decision you

make sets you one step further on the path towards your future, whatever that future may be.

The major you pick in college, the first job you get, the networking you do, the friendships you

establish, who you sleep with, who you marry, or have a long-term relationship with…all of it

plays into how your life turns out."If I would have only done X…" If I would have actually

applied myself, who knows what I could have done?I remember one mentor who stopped me

and said, “You really should be doing this.” I didn’t listen then but now, as an older man, I can

see that, yeah, I should have done what he suggested.This book is for everyone who has

wanted a roadmap for their financial life. This book is for anyone who has ever wondered,

where should I be financially in my life right now? What should I be doing by this age to secure

my financial future?This book will give you the direction you need. Follow this 10-year roadmap

for your financial life and watch for the ultimate destination of financial independence. It

comes.*******Audiobook listeners please visit blocksof10.com for interactive checklists and

downloadable charts and graphs.Thank you.
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2020IntroductionI grew up in Brooklyn, New York, in a family that didn't have a lot of money, but

we made up for it with laughs, long summer days, and lots of love. We never really discussed

money in our family, other than to say you’d better go to a good school so that you can get "a

good job." No one ever taught me the details about money, like what to do when you start

earning money, how much money you should have, or how to invest the money you save.As I

grew older and graduated from college, I started to learn quickly what it takes to survive in this

world financially. I realized how little prepared I was to start life as an adult. There were so

many things I didn't know, from how to manage my student loans and invest in my 401(k) to

filing a tax return and applying for my first mortgage.While I was working on my graduate

degree, I applied for an internship at Charles Schwab. The hiring manager asked me if I knew

what the Dow Jones was.I lied and then proceeded to make an ass of myself by trying to

define something I had no clue about. He took a chance on me and gave me the internship

anyway. That day I promised myself that I would never be clueless about the basics of the

financial services industry or my own personal finances again. That internship turned into a 20-

year career. As a financial advisor, I am blessed to hear people’s stories about how they

accumulated their wealth. I get the opportunity to dissect these stories and learn from them; to

take the good, learn from the bad, and improve on the "wait a minute" parts.The thousands of



financial conversations I’ve had over these past two decades have allowed me to gain the

knowledge of how money works in people's lives. That knowledge is what birthed the "blocks of

ten" concept. One day, I just started thinking about my twenties and thirties and all the things I

did and didn't do in those blocks of years in my life that led me to where I am today. It was all

connected! Every move I made affected who I am today across all aspects of my life, career,

family, health, and wealth. It was all connected, but I couldn’t see it while I was in that particular

block of ten because I was living it.Everything in our lives is interconnected, but most of us

don't realize it. Every decision you make sets you one step further on the path towards your

future, whatever that future may be. The major you pick in college, the first job you get, the

networking you do, the friendships you establish, who you sleep with, who you marry, or have a

long-term relationship with…all of it plays into how your life turns out.Most of us go through life

letting life just happen to us. We don’t see how the college we choose to attend gives us the

alumni network we'll need to secure the job we want. We don't think about how the circles we

hang in while we're working allow us to meet eligible men or women to marry or who can help

us achieve the next opportunity in our career. What would our lives be like today if Larry Page

and Sergey Brin hadn't met at Stanford in 1995? (Hint: You probably wouldn't be "Googling"

their names right now for the answer.) It's all interconnected, but we often don't see it until it's

too late to change the ending of the story.As kids and young adults, we don't see how

connected life is. I know I didn't. Now that I'm older and wiser, I think to myself, "If I would have

only done X…" If I would have actually applied myself, who knows what I could have done?I

remember one mentor who stopped me and said, “You really should be doing this.” I didn’t

listen then but now, as an older man, I can see that, yeah, I should have done what he

suggested.Thanks to the blessings of God, I didn't turn out so bad, but I will readily admit to

you that I could have done more. Sure. Could I have paid attention a little bit more? Definitely.

Could I have stopped trying to flirt with that cute girl in Spanish class? Absolutely!When I talk

to students, I often start off by saying, "I wish I had someone like me come to speak to me

when I was your age." I wish Mom had someone like me to talk to when she was in her

twenties. How differently we could map our lives if we just had some direction. This is where

Blocks of Ten comes in.This book is for everyone who has wanted a roadmap for their financial

life. This book is for anyone who has ever wondered, where should I be financially in my life

right now? What should I be doing by this age to secure my financial future? I wrote this book

to give you that direction. It is a roadmap for your financial life where the ultimate destination is

financial independence.Everything in this book won’t apply to everyone – each individual is

unique – but you’re sure to find something here that applies to you or someone close to you.

And as long as that holds true, I’ve done my job. This is one man's opinion based on my own

experiences and what I have learned from others. Enjoy!What is financial independence?

People often confuse financial independence with retirement. Financial independence is not

the same as being retired, though it can be. Financial independence is when your assets

produce enough income for you to live comfortably without needing to work. If your assets

generate enough returns to cover your living expenses, you are financially independent. When

people talk about living off of passive income, they are referring to being financially

independent.Financial independence is the freedom to decide if you want to work or not. You’re

no longer dependent on a job for your income, which means you’re free to retire if you

choose.In this case, retired means you’ve left your career, for better or worse. The level of

assets you have has no bearing on if you are “retired” or not. You can be retired without being

financially independent, just as you can be financially independent without retiring. You could

retire simply because you’re sick of working. You may not have enough assets to support



yourself in retirement, but that’s not going to stop you from calling it quits.Many people focus on

the end-goal of retirement, but really what we should be working towards is financial

independence, i.e., the freedom to stop working whenever we choose. Retirement is a rite of

passage when you reach a certain point in your career; financial independence is something

you can theoretically obtain at any time.A lot of “experts” and books tout retiring in your 40s or

even your 30s. While this is great in theory, in reality, it often requires taking big risks either with

your career or your investments, all with no guarantee that it’ll pay off.I have a different

approach. As a financial advisor, I prefer to minimize my clients’ chances of an adverse

outcome. We focus on being on time rather than making risky bets in the hopes of getting to

your final destination of financial independence sooner. If you do get there earlier than

expected, great! But if you follow the steps outlined out in this book, you’ll know you won’t get

there late.After decades of reading and researching how individuals achieve financial

independence, having countless conversations and hearing people's life stories, I have come

to realize that there are two basic outcomes in life: Either you achieve financial independence,

or you don't. Either path can be the right one, but it should be up to each of us to pick which

path we land on.Anyone has the potential to achieve financial independence, as I’ll show you

throughout this book. It is never too late to start focusing on your personal finances. And the

sooner you start, the better off you’ll be in the long run.Joy is half the battleDepending on

where you are in life, you may be thinking: I don't have enough saved. I hate my job. I am

dealing with too much stress. I don't have time to read another book (audio version available).

Or maybe you’re wondering, why didn't I save more and do more sooner? It’s too late for me

now. How am I going to retire? Am I going to have to work for the rest of my life?The short

answer is “no.” Wherever you are in life as you read this book, know that it is not too late to turn

your future around. You've still got time to make something happen.Let me ask you this: Did

you ever meet somebody who is always the same in terms of their positive energy? Somebody

who is always great to be around and lifts your spirits whenever you are around them? There

aren't a lot of people like that. If you are lucky enough to come across someone who is, you

have to ask yourself, why are they always like that?It's because they're motivated from within.

People use this term often: "I just want to find someone who makes me happy," or "I just want

to be happy." This is flawed logic, and I'll tell you why.Think of your favorite restaurant. What if I

said to you, "Hey, I'm going to take you somewhere to eat. Where is the one place you would

love to go?”Do you have a spot in mind? Now imagine that we go there. You order your favorite

dish, we eat, and boom, you're like, “Wow, I'm really happy. I'm happy we ate here!”We leave,

feeling good and refreshed, feeling happy. But as time passes, that good, recharged feeling

begins to pass. Say we went for lunch. By six o'clock, you're hungry again. Your happy moment

has ended.This is the other thing most people don't realize – happiness is fleeting. Happiness

is just there to get you through a particular moment. You can't stay in a constant state of

happiness based on the scenario we just envisioned. You wouldn't want that same meal every

single day. Even if you ate at your favorite restaurant for every meal of every day, the effect

would eventually wear off.Happiness is centered around an occasion that just happens. Think

about it. What's the root of happy? It’s hap. In Old English, hap means luck or chance. Think

happens or happenstance. In German, the word for happy is glucklich, which also means luck

or fortune. Happiness, at its root, is just a happening. This is why people struggle with it.

Because happiness doesn’t last. It's fleeting.Joy, on the other hand, is something that springs

eternal. The person that you remembered a moment ago who is always upbeat doesn’t need

outside motivation to feel joy. They are their own motivation. The joyous person wakes up with

joy in their heart, and that joy is what carries them through the day, the months, the years, and



on through the decades.The reason I'm telling you this now is to say that if you are picking up

this book and you're in a bad place or a dark spot in life, you have to find joy, not seek

happiness. Seeking happiness will only lead you as far as your favorite restaurant. What

happens when the meal is over, when you've got the munchies three hours later?Joy is half the

battle. If you have joy in your heart, you will have the energy to do what you need to do going

forward. You will be able to say to yourself, okay, yes, I know I'm feeling some kind of anxiety or

depression because I haven't saved enough or I'm not where I need or want to be, but I still

have time. If you're 40, you've still got 20+ years to make something happen. If you're 50,

you've got 10, 15, or maybe even 20+ years to start saving and building a nest egg for

yourself.The point is that it is never too late. All you have is delayed gratification. You may not

have done what you needed to do yesterday, but you've still got time to make a change starting

with today.There is a psalm that says:Weeping may last through the night, but joy comes with

the morning.Psalm 30:5Unfortunately, you can’t have yesterday back. You only have today and

hopefully tomorrow. Worrying about the past is wasted energy. One of my favorite quotes is,

“Youth is wasted on the young.” Don’t dwell on what you didn’t do – that’s wasted energy.

Instead of crying about the mistakes you made, take that negative energy and refocus it on

finding joy today to carry you through tomorrow.Where to beginMost people look at retirement

from the wrong direction. They start from today and think, how much can I afford to save for

retirement? They put away $X or Y% of their income each year and cross their fingers that it

proves to be enough. Hopefully the markets do well, and when I retire my savings will be worth

enough to provide for me, my husband or wife, kids, and grandkids…This is the wrong way to

approach retirement. It’s as bad as relying on fleeting happiness to get you through life. You

have just put your future in the hands of chance. Your savings may or may not be enough, but

you won’t know for sure until you decide to retire.Do you really want to gamble on your

retirement?I didn’t think so. A better way of approaching retirement is to look at it backwards.

First, ask yourself what sort of retirement lifestyle do you want. Is it luxury living with money for

regular vacations and dining at the finest restaurants? Or is it a simpler affair, maybe a nice

plot of land where you and your significant other can just kick it and relax?Whatever your

dream retirement looks like, fix that image in your mind. Now, run the numbers to determine

what it will cost to finance that lifestyle. How much do you need to make your dream retirement

a reality?That number is your savings goal. Instead of looking at today’s bank statements to

determine how much you can afford to put aside, look at where you want to be and find ways to

set aside enough to make that happen.Too many times I’ve met people who have woken up in

their 40s or 50s and said, “I wish I would have…” These are people who didn’t plan for their

future from the right direction. I don’t want that to be you. This book is meant to help you

prepare for your dream retirement so that you can wake up 10, 20, or 40 years from now and

be exactly where you want to be.Before you beginI want to start you on this journey with my

book by reminding you that nobody is perfect. Me, you, the person you think you know, or the

person you’ve seen or heard about – none of us are perfect. I am far from perfect. I curse too

much – Samuel L. Jackson-ish cursing to emphasize the important points – but I try every day

to be better than the day before. It doesn't matter at what age you start reading Blocks of Ten

or any other self-help book. Don't get caught up in what you have or haven't done to the point

where you’re too hard on yourself. All that matters is what you do today and hopefully

tomorrow. You can’t change the past, so don't waste energy focusing on what you haven't

done. Instead, use that energy to focus on your future. So take a deep breath and realize that

nobody's perfect.How to use this bookBlocks of Ten is the culmination of my understanding of

time. It is a look at the 10-year blocks of our lives from age 20 to age 60 and the financial topics



you should be paying attention to in each of these decades. Throughout the course of this

book, I'll help you navigate the road to your dream retirement. With clear, actionable steps, I'll

help you use the block of 10 you're in today to build a better block of 10 for yourself in the next

decade of your life. If you follow along and play your cards right, you will end on the best block

of all: financial independence.I’ve divided Blocks of Ten into parts for each decade of your life

from your 20s to your 60s. Each part is broken down into chapters with step-by-step

instructions on what you should be doing at each point in your life to prepare for your financial

future.There are a couple of ways to approach using this text:Option A. You can skip to the

chapter for the block of 10 you're currently in to see what you should be doing today.Option

B. You can start from the beginning, regardless of how old you are now, to see if the way

you've planned for your future thus far is in line with the recommendations I've laid out

here.While the blocks of ten have been divided by decades, everyone's life journey is slightly

different. The questions you may be facing at 34 could be ones I addressed at 28, or ones I

don't address until 40. For this reason, I suggest reading each block in its entirety before

moving on.Think of Blocks of Ten as a roadmap. We are all heading towards the same

destination of financial independence, but the path we take to get there could be slightly

different depending on the car we’re in and the people we’re with. The important thing is that

you stop long enough to take each of the action steps in every decade. (Hint: I’ve summarized

these action steps in “End of Block Checklists” at the end of each decade.)Once you’ve

completed each step, I’ll meet you at our destination: financial independence.Author’s Note

Blocks of 10 A Financial Road Map for the 10 Year blocks of, Blocks of 10 A Financial Road

Map for the 10 Year blocks russia, Blocks of 10 A Financial Road Map for the 10 years, Blocks

of 10 A Financial Road Map for the 10 year bond, Blocks of 10 A Financial Road Map for the

10 year old, Blocks of 10 A Financial Road Map for the 10 year plan, Blocks of 10 A Financial

Road Map for the 10 year treasury, Blocks of 10 A Financial Road Map for the future, Blocks of

10 A Financial Road Map for the 10 commandments, Blocks of 10 A Financial Road Map

for revolutionaries, Blocks of 10 A Financial Road map example, Blocks of 10 A Financial

road map, Blocks of 10 A financial advisor, Blocks of 10 A financial calculator, Blocks of 10 A

financial statement, Blocks of 10 A financial education, Blocks of 10 A financial plan, Blocks of

10 A financial analyst, Blocks of 10 A financial planner, Blocks of 10 A financial perspective,

blocks of 10 driving lessons, advent blocks 10 of those, blocks of styrofoam, blocks of wood for

sale, blocks of 10

Feeding the Soul (Because It's My Business): Finding Our Way to Joy, Love, and Freedom,

The Other Black Girl: A Novel, Get Good with Money: Ten Simple Steps to Becoming

Financially Whole

KWright, “A Guide to Financial Independence. This is truly a fantastic resource for those who

want to "step into" the mind of a someone who wants to take control of their financial future.

The author does an incredible job with the “why” and the “how” of reaching financial

independence. This book helps you understand how to achieve financial independence. I

believe he is going to impact a lot of lives with this book.”

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eamo/OPMw/DpRo/Blocks-of-10-A-Financial-Road-Map-for-the-10-Year-Blocks-of-Your-Life


natasha paul, “One of the Best Financial Advisory Book!!!. Anthony Paul's book is one of the

best financial books I have read to this day! Easy goal setting ideas for you and your partner to

follow.”

Anthony P., “Personal Financial Information and strategy everyone should learn about. An

amazing financial step by step road map that can prepare you for a solid future.This book is for

anyone who is serious about getting an early start in planning their financial security,

independence and a worry-free, retirement.Well done Anthony Paul, congrats on a great book

for anyone entering the job market.Apau”

Darell Jones, “Thank you for making this plan & simple. This is a must read & if you have

teenage children this book is a great giftThank you Mr. Paul”

Ian Robinson, “Very insightful. To sum up this masterpiece in two words : Blue Print”

C.R., “Finally! A finance book that'll last you for life. It's so much more than just a financial

guidebook - it's more of a financial guide to life. The author unpacks how your everyday

decisions impact your finances, and how your finances will come to dictate your options. As he

says in the introduction: "It's all connected."From what to do when you first get out of college to

how to prepare for arguably the biggest financial transition of your life: retirement, Paul covers it

all. If you have questions that involve money, this book likely has the answer. Should you take

that job offer? Should you keep renting or buy a house? (The answer to that one surprised

me!) Should you send your kid to daycare or should one of you become a stay-at-home parent

- and which one? Are you ready to retire? Each answer is laid out with data to back it up and

help you weigh the options and even plug in your own number, if you're so inclined, to find the

best choice for you.I loved that there are checklists at the end of each Block, so you can gauge

your progress and make sure you've done everything I should have done by this point. They're

particularly helpful if you pick up the book later in life because you can easily go back and

reference what you should have done up until this point - because ultimately the biggest

question of all is if you're on track to retire how and when you want.A great read highly

recommended for all ages! Would be a great holiday gift, too.”

Marcella, “So perfect, in all it's simplicity- Finally a financial road map in laymen's language. I

can give this book to anyone from the millennials, fresh out of college to friends nearing the

end of their careers. Who does not dream of Financial Independence? The "blocks" speak to

every aspect of our lives. I love that I can skip to my "block" or read the whole book. Each

block is easily digestible and easy to understand. Paul does it all in laymen's terms without the

finance jargon that often leaves us more confused than enlightened. Blocks of Ten is a fresh

take on getting to financial independence, mixed with smart anecdotals and a hint of humor.

Everyone I know is getting this for Christmas!”

Sheila Pollard, “Educational. I love the simplicity of the book. It's truly a roadmap leading to

good decisions about your personal finances. The book is an amazing eyeopener to great

financial success in life. The details of the book have lots of good information to pull from. I

loved how he shared his personal stories within the chapters so that others can relate in some

manner. This book is right on time. This is a "now" book! With everything happening in the

world today, we need on hand the important information that is included throughout the book. I

call it preparation for the future. I highly recommend this book to be in every household.Thank



you Mr. Paul!”

The book by Anthony Paul has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 17 people have provided feedback.
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